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What do individuals look for in their sunglasses and eyewear products? They look for wear-ability
and durability name brand qualities. Famous brand eyewear is expensive and customers want the
best protection.

Wear-ability qualities include how comfortable and fitting the eyewear is. Oakley sunglass eyewear
is lightweight and isnâ€™t heavy on the face. The frames are available in various shapes to fit different
face types.

Individuals with pear shaped faces require particular frame shape. Those with round faces for an
example shouldnâ€™t wear round shape frames. Oakley has a collection of sunglasses in different
designs and styles.

The frames and lenses are available in different colors and materials. The frames provide the best
comfort and protection for the eyes. The lenses can be custom for customers who wear prescription
glasses.

Prescription eyewear can be customized to provide sunlight protection. Famous brands including
Oakley and Cartier have UV lens protection. The lenses are available with polycarbonate and
hydrophobic coatings.

To increase the durability of lenses, coatings are added for lasting wear. To protect lens a scratch
resistant covering is applied for protection. There are costs for different coatings that are added to
lenses.

Protection, longevity, and cost are concerns to those who wear eyeglasses. An important feature to
look for in designer eyewear is wear-ability. The sunglasses and eyeglasses should be light and
provide comfort.

Customers want to get the longest wear especially with famous brands. Their expectation of
designer eyewear is to provide high performances. They expect the best protection and material for
sturdy lasting wear.

The component of the eyeglasses that receives attention is the frame. Cartier frames are sold in a
variety of colors, designs and shapes. The sunglasses and eyeglasses are produced with plastic
and metal. 

The frames have been clinically tested to prove it is allergenic-free. Stainless steel metal is a safe
material used in many famous brand frames. The plastic frames have also been tested and proven
safe to wear.

Whether the material is steel metal or titanium it is safe for skin. Both materials resist extreme heat
and will not cause scaring or redness. The advantages of Cartier frames are lasting wear and
affordable costs.

Oakley and Cartier famous brand eyewear features wonderful qualities. The wear-ability and
durability qualities include sunglasses and eyeglasses. The famous brands have provided eyewear
for thousands of customers.
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The designer frames have received testing to prove its effectiveness. There are frame designs and
styles for children, women, and men. The frames are available in different shapes to fit round, oval,
and pear faces.
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 Ezen Enterprise - About Author:
About Us  Occhialis is the top online seller of name brand eyewear including sunglasses and
prescription eyeglasses. Choose from major brands, such as Chanel, Police, Ray-Ban, Louis
Vuitton, Oakley, Chanel, Cartier, and many others. To learn more about a prescription eyewear and
sunglass eyewear visit on-line today at a http://www.occhialis.com.
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